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Subject: Petition 1327/2009 by M. Z.  (Dutch), on allegedly inadmissible trade practices by 
the Dutch UPC cable company

1. Summary of petition

The petitioner complains that it is practically impossible to use his video recorder to record 
digital television programmes. He indicates that other digital TV providers give viewers the 
possibility of watching one programme while simultaneously recording another on their own 
video recorders. In the petitioner's case, however, this is only possible using a UPC-supplied 
video recorder. He argues that this infringes the principle of freedom of choice for consumers 
and indicates that the UPC video recorder is inferior to those available elsewhere on the 
market. He takes the view that this is distortion of competition and is accordingly seeking 
action by the European Parliament.

2. Admissibility

Declared admissible on 22 December 2009. Information requested from Commission under 
Rule 202(6).

3. Commission reply, received on 19 February 2010.

The petitioner is a customer of the Dutch cable operator UPC Nederland ("UPC"). He claims 
that UPC customers are obliged to resort to UPC's equipment (DVR) if they want to watch 
one digital programme while simultaneously recording another. Alternative equipment would 
only allow for the recording of the watched digital programme or the recording of a digital 
programme while simultaneously watching an analogue one. In contrast, all other digital TV 
providers would facilitate the simultaneous watching and recording of different programmes 
by allowing their customers to use a recorder of their choice. In addition, he claims that the 
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recorders offered by UPC are of poor quality and very simple since they lack modern features 
such as upscaling and an integrated DVD burner.

Against this background, the petitioner considers that UPC's conduct (i) infringes the free 
choice of consumers who should have the option to use the equipment of their choice and (ii) 
treats other manufacturers of DVD recorders unfairly in view of the resulting fewer sales.

It should first be noted that there is some unclarity as to the conduct complained of by the 
petitioner, which renders an exhaustive analysis under EU competition law impossible. The 
petition seems to allege that UPC's decoders are equipped with a dual-tuner that only enables 
UPC recorders to simultaneously watch and record digital programmes, whereas third party 
equipment is excluded from this functionality. However, according to the information 
available to the Commission, UPC's publicly available decoder offers consist of either single-
tuner devices that by nature only allow for the recording of the watched programme, or 
Digital Video Recorders ("DVRs"), i.e. dual-tuner decoders with an integrated video recorder. 

Insofar as the petitioner alleges that UPC would restrict competition by requiring customers, 
who want to simultaneously watch and record two different digital TV programmes, to resort 
to one of UPC's dual-tuner offers, it has to be pointed out that this alleged conduct takes place 
in the Netherlands and that the Commission is neither in the possession of evidence 
suggesting that the relevant market in the case at issue would be broader than national, nor 
that the effects of the alleged conduct complained of on competition would extend beyond the 
Dutch territory. Against this background, the Commission would not be best placed to 
investigate the conduct in question1, not least in view of the requirement to focus its limited 
resources on those conducts that are most harmful to consumers across the internal market.2

The information submitted by the petitioner does not allow the Commission to identify 
precisely the alleged anticompetitive conduct complained of and in any event does not, 
because of its confinement to the Dutch territory, warrant an in-depth investigation by the
Commission. The Commission will continue to monitor developments that take place in this 
field to ensure that consumers continue to benefit from a choice of services and that 
competition in this sector will be maintained.

                                               
1 Commission Notice on cooperation within the Network of Competition Authorities, OJ C101/43 of 27.4.2004, 
paragraphs 5 to 15.
2 Communication from the Commission – Guidance on the Commission's enforcement priorities in applying 
Article 82 of the EC Treaty on abusive exclusionary conduct by dominant undertakings, OJ C45/7 of 24.2.2009, 
paragraphs 5 and 6.


